UNIVERSITY MAP LIBRARY – War of 1812 in Maps

About the project…
The Map Library has a rich collection of historical maps of Niagara that date back to the 1700’s. Many
of which have been converted to digital format and georeferenced to allow overlay onto Google
Earth. In recognition of the War of 1812 bicentennial, an interactive web display was designed to
share these maps with a wider audience and to illustrate Niagara’s landscape during the 1812 era.
Some of these maps are spectacular in their cartographic design, and detail the landscape that
played a significant strategic role in the placement of military camps, the movement of troops, and
the location of battles. It is hoped that the display can be used as an educational tool for schools and
the general public.
The application utilizes Google Earth API to visualize the maps using zoom and pan functionality. A
transparency function permits the historical maps to be viewed in transparency mode where “then
and now” comparisons of the Niagara landscape can be made. Points of interest (POI) placemarks
(supplied by the Niagara Region) provide current photos of commemorative plaques with annotations
of significant war events.
Each map that is displayed is accompanied by a brief annotation “This Map Shows…”, featuring a bit
of history. More details about a single map are available by linking to the Library’s catalogue.
Downloading options in kml and jpg formats are available, however the original tiff images can be
requested for publication purposes. The Map Library requires that proper attribution be included for
all images used in publications. Contact maplib@brocku.ca
Although several Map Library staff was involved in this project, Greg Bowie is credited with the web
development and design. Map Library staff continue to digitize and georeference the historical
collection as time permits.
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